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THESIS STATEMENT

An exploration of the innate changes of the passing
of time, was accomplished first by investigating nature’s way of documenting time through layers within
ice cores in Antarctica and then through the design
of architectural interventions that marked and documented the passing of time through the D.C. area on
the National Mall through an exchange of storytelling.
Theses interventions began to change + manipulate
+ document buildings in the D.C. area. The information was sent back to the National Mall and later
the information (story) was sent to yet another area.
SITE01_Antarctica | Ice Core Stations
SITE02_Washington D.C. | National Mall
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I C E C O R E MODELS
[Antarctica ice core stations]

CORE_01 [right] Taylor Dome
CORE_02 [left] Vostok Station

ICE CORE

MODEL SECTION

Section Drawing: taking core models and starting to
make them more spatial rather than just objects

POSTCARDS: SITE
Designing postcards that illustrate both sites and the
key points of each location.

SITE01: ANTARCTICA
SITE02: WASHINGTON DC_NATIONAL MALL

DRAWING
Trying to connect Antarctica and Washington DC,
through overlaying information from both sites into a
drawing.
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